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Welcome to Chestnut Trading Ltd
With over 20 years of experience in the design, importation, storage and distribution of fireworks, 
Chestnut Trading provides a professional service to our retail partners. From independent retailers 
to supermarkets, our aim is to exceed your expectations.  All products comply with CE standard  
BS EN15947, and our parent company CT Pyro Group are members of the British Fireworks Association.

Our storage and distribution facilities allow us to supply quality fireworks at the correct time and the 
correct price.  Haulage is handled both by the companies own vehicles with trained ADR drivers or  
sub-contracted to well-established hauliers who again operate within ADR.  Therefore, we offer delivery 
options from 1 pallet to HGV with various services such as next day and multi point delivery, if you have 
any specific delivery or product requirement please just ask.

We are always happy to help with your Licensing procedure, storage requirements, POS needs and 
any other queries or requests that you may have.  We value any feedback we receive and are always 
experimenting with new ideas and products to continue to provide the best possible products for the 
best possible prices.

Finally, we would like to thank all our customers for your business and to take this opportunity to wish 
old and new customers good luck this year.

We can help with your display requirements with display cabinets, banners, dummy samples and 
other point of sale material, all available.
Please contact our sales team for full details.

CABINETS, BANNERS, DUMMY SAMPLES AND POS

FIREWORKS WITH A DISPLAY LID
Keep an eye out for items with the display lid logo, as each outer 
carton of these items contains a display lid, that can be used in 
retail outlets as a dummy sample!
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4034/1  MONSOON SELECTION PACK
19 Fireworks + 1 Pack of Sparklers  
to a Selection Pack 
12 Packs to a Carton. 
This Monsoon Selection Box contains  
19 fireworks including batteries, shot tubes, 
fountains and others.

£24.99 PER ITEM

SELECTION PACKS

6622  NITRO SELECTION PACK
15 Fireworks to a Selection Pack. 
12 Packs to a Carton. 
15 assorted fireworks providing a variety  
of light and colour.

£19.99 PER ITEM
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HAVE YOUR OWN WEBPAGE
We can create your own webpage that gives online visitors the chance 
to see images, videos and details of the specific range you are running.   
The webpage is non branded and only contains your contact details, you can 
easily create a link to the page within your own website and social media.   
For an example scan the QR code or go to www.myfireworks.co.uk/firework-shop

30001  RED COMET SELECTION PACK
19 Fireworks to a Selection Pack. 
8 Packs to a Carton. 
A fun filled selection pack offering breath 
taking effects. ideal for a smaller family.

£34.99 PER ITEM
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30003  BLUE COSMOS 
SELECTION PACK
25 Fireworks to a Selection Pack. 
5 Packs to a Carton. 
A superb selection on ground and aerial 
fireworks that will provide any evening 
with fun and excitement.

£84.99 PER ITEM

30005  BLACK NEBULA 
SELECTION PACK
34 Fireworks to a Selection Pack. 
4 Packs to a Carton. 
A colourful and exciting selection 
of fireworks, which will give you a 
complete display for your family.

£129.99 PER ITEM

30002  GREEN PLANET 
SELECTION PACK
19 Fireworks to a Selection Pack. 
6 Packs to a Carton. 
Green Planet Selection Box has 
19 fireworks including  batteries, 
fountains, shot tubes and others. 

£54.99 PER ITEM
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30007  PLATINUM UNIVERSE
SELECTION PACK
46 Fireworks to a Selection Pack. 
3 Packs to a Carton. 
Ideal for any large party,  
a guaranteed winner!

£199.99 PER ITEM
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4130  DEVASTATION RELOADED 
SELECTION PACK
33 Fireworks to a Selection Pack. 
3 Packs to a Carton. 
The return of a firm favourite; 
Devastation now reloaded now with 
even more great value.

£199.99 PER ITEM

4116  LIGHTNING  
SELECTION PACK
31 Fireworks to a Selection Pack. 
3 Packs to a Carton. 
An excellent selection and variety  
of 31 fireworks including a  
250 shot missile barrage.

£199.99 PER ITEM
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6642  EMPEROR DISPLAY PACK
96 pieces to a Pack.
1 Pack to a Carton. 
An excellent assortment of Cakes, Rockets, 
Fountains, Shot Tubes, Sparklers and Safety Lighters.   
All contained in one carton with colour label.

£299.99 PER PACK
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6063  THE BULLET
35 SHOT BARRAGE
18 Pieces to a Carton.
This 35 shot noisemaker puts 
even a military shell to shame 
when it fills the sky with colour.

£16.99 PER ITEM

30710  STAR LORD  
25 SHOT CAKE
12 Pieces to a Carton.
A 25 shot cake ejecting 
assorted coloured tails 
which burst to red stars 
with crackle, green stars 
with crackle, blue stars with 
white glitter, brocade crown 
and chrysanthemum bursts.

£19.99 PER ITEM

4051  WILD WHISKA  
25 SHOT CAKE
12 Pieces Per Carton
This is a great little cake which 
will surprise everyone who sees 
it, gives an array of colour, stars, 
bangs and crackles.

£16.99 PER PACK

4050  ASSORTED  
16 SHOT CAKES
12 Assorted Pieces to a Carton  
4 Variants
An assortment of excellent cakes that 
offer unrivalled value for money.

£12.99 PER ITEM

6607  IMPULSE BARRAGE  
20 SHOT BARRAGE
12 Pieces to a Carton.
A 20 shot barrage ejecting noise and 
colour, fantastic for any party.

£14.99 PER ITEM

SCAN THE QR CODE TO VIEW 
A VIDEO OF THE FIREWORK

4053/1  SONIC WOOf  
16 SHOT CAKE
12 pieces per carton.
A 16 shot cake which is one of the 
best for its money, bangs, crackles 
and stars.

£12.99 PER ITEM

4009  MISSILE fRENZY 300 SHOT CAKE
18 Pieces to a Carton.
Missile Frenzy 300 Shot Cake - a frenzy of 300 
missile shots.

£24.99 PER ITEM
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30715  ASTRAL fORCE  
19 SHOT CAKE
10 Pieces to a Carton.
A 19 shot cake ejecting red 
and crackling tails which 
burst with golden strobe with 
green stars or blue stars, and 
crackling starbursts.

£23.99 PER ITEM

4118  SKY LORD  
30 SHOT CAKE
8 Pieces to a Carton.
A firework in its own class. This 
30 shot firework ejects stunning 
effects of coloured and crackling 
starbursts.

£25.99 PER ITEM

4054  ASSORTED 1.4G 25 SHOT CAKE
6 Pieces to a Carton - 3 Variants
Assorted 1.4G 25 Shot Cake has a great mixture 
of colours, screams and bangs, with 3 variants.

£39.99 PER ITEM

30723  TROPICAL STORM 160 SHOT CAKE
8 Pieces to a Carton.
A 160 shot cake ejecting assorted coloured stars, crackling 
and whistling comets, red and green tails with bursts of 
crackling stars or red, green and yellow peonies.

£34.99 PER ITEM
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6041  JEWELS Of THE EARTH
200 SHOT BARRAGES
8 Pieces to a Carton -  
4 Variants.
A mixture of four different Barrages 
which includes a burst of noise, 
flashing fireballs, crackling rain and 
an array of colour. 

£44.99 PER ITEM

30728  DRAGON’S BREATH
35 SHOT fAN CAKE
4 Pieces to a Carton.
A 35 shot fanned cake ejecting 
purple, golden glitter and blue 
bouquet stars with burst of purple 
dahlia with gold strobe, brocade 
effects with blue star, golden willow 
effects with coloured and crackling 
stars, and glittering comet tails.

£54.99 PER ITEM

6566  DEMON DRAGON
36 SHOT BARRAGE  
4 Pieces to a Carton.
Start the party with a bang!  
A barrage of 36 colour bursts  
which build up to an astonishing 
finale of light and sound.

£59.99 PER ITEM
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6363  BATTLEMENT ATTACK
60 SHOT BARRAGE
4 Pieces to a Carton.
This 60 shot gives an array  
of colour and will be great for any 
party.

£64.99 PER ITEM

30730  AIR COLLISION
110 SHOT CAKE
3 Pieces to a Carton.
A 110 shot cake ejecting assorted coloured tails which burst to 
red stars with crackle, green stars with crackle, blue coco with 
red glitter, red coco and white glitter, silver coco with blue stars, 
red and blue peonies, purple and green peonies, brocade 
crown and lemon and blue stars.

£69.99 PER ITEM

4106  DEMON DISCHARGE
100 SHOT CAKE
4 Pieces to a Carton.
100 Shots with following effects: 
red tail palm; green tail green 
pearl; blue tail blue pearl; red 
tail red pearl with white strobe; 
green tail green palm; crackling 
comet and whistling by turn; red 
tail green red strobe.

£79.99 PER ITEM

30736  SCREAMING SERPENTS  
1000 SHOT CAKE
3 Pieces to a Carton.
A 1000 shot cake ejecting whistling comets 
with red, green and silver tails to crackle.

£74.99 PER ITEM
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4112  fOOT SOLDIER 
48 SHOT CAKE
3 Pieces to a Carton.
A 48 shot cake with effect; gold 
comet flowers with blue star; red 
star with white strobe; brocade 
crown with green strobe; gold 
willow with blue star gold strobe; 
red lemon purple star with silver 
chrysanthemum; red star with 
crackling willow; crackling willow 
with red green blue star and gold 
willow with brocade crown.

£79.99 PER ITEM

6377  NEUTRON fORCE
35 SHOT fAN BARRAGE  
3 Pieces to a Carton.
People will stop just to take in this 
great firework, a fan effect that 
shoots colours, bangs and stars.

£79.99 PER ITEM

6373  JURASSIC STORM
61 SHOT BARRAGE 
2 Pieces to a Carton.
A supreme 61 shot full of 
variety and colours, providing 
many effects such as 
crossette, palm, brocade, 
bouquet, crackling, dhalia, 
chysanthenum amongst 
others.

£79.99 PER ITEM

4062  PULSAR POUND  
36 SHOT CAKE
3 Pieces to a Carton.
A 36 shot fan cake that 
bursts multiple shots at super 
speed, ejects stars, bangs 
and crackles.

£79.99 PER ITEM
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4095  ASSORTED 1.4G 49 SHOT CAKE  
4 Pieces to a Carton - 2 Variants.
Assorted 1.4G 49 Shot Cake has a great mixture 
of colours, screams and bangs, with 2 variants.

£89.99 PER ITEM

30733  HELL’S JOURNEY
37 SHOT CAKE
3 Pieces to a Carton.
A 37 shot cake ejecting coloured 
and crackling tails which burst 
with golden strobe and green 
stars, golden brocade effects 
with green and purple stars, blue 
stars with crackle, and golden 
chrysanthemum effects.

£84.99 PER ITEM

30781  NUCLEAR ATTACK  
482 SHOT CAKE
2 Pieces to a Carton.
A 482 shot cake ejecting an assortment of coloured, whistling and crackling comets, 
assorted coloured tails with bursts of red or blue stars with silver strobe, gold 
crackling, purple and crackling stars, silver wave effects, and crackling starbursts.

£99.99 PER ITEM

30745  TURBO TWISTER  
42 SHOT CAKE
4 Pieces to a Carton.
A combination firework beginning with a silver fountain, then ejecting  
42 shots of coloured tails bursting with silver fringy and blue star, red or silver 
strobe, assorted coloured peonies, and titanium chrysanthemum bursts.

£89.99 PER ITEM
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6051  END Of THE WORLD  
500 SHOT BARRAGE
2 Pieces to a Carton.
500 individual shots with a range of effects, 
colour bursts, comet tails, whistles, crackles 
and bangs. Provides the ultimate finale.

£99.99 PER ITEM

6374  ATOMIC WIPEOUT 150 SHOT BARRAGE 
2 Pieces to a Carton.
A 150 shot cake with following effects; Red with white strobe, 
Purple with green peony, Blue with white storbe, Red with 
time rain, Green with time rain, Brocade crown green strobe, 
Brocade crwon red strobe and Titanium silver chysanthenum.

£99.99 PER ITEM

4119  EXCALIBUR  
500 SHOT CAKE
2 Pieces Per Carton
500 shot cake producing a mixture of 
colours, whistles, crackles and bangs.

£109.99 PER TEM

6365  ASTEROID THUNDER
80 SHOT BARRAGE
2 Pieces to a Carton.
80 Shots with following effects; 
red with silver glitter; green with 
silver glitter; brocade with silver 
glitter; silver fish and blue with 
green and red glitter; gold palm 
with multi-color glitters; brocade 
with blue, purple with silver 
chrysanthemum; brocade with 
silver glitter and purple with silver 
chrysanthemum; sky blue with 
silver chrysanthemum.

£109.99 PER ITEM
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6379  RAGING STORM
62 SHOT BARRAGE  
2 Pieces to a Carton.
This is a 62 shot barrage is 
a must have at the moment, 
with its mixed colours and 
loud bangs that make for 
excellent viewing. 

£114.99 PER ITEM

6366  EQUINOX BOMB  
90 SHOT BARRAGE
2 Pieces to a Carton.
This 90 shot barrage is a great 
way to end a party.

£119.99 PER ITEM

4123  SKY WARRIOR  
136 SHOT CAKE
1 Piece to a Carton.
Sky Warrior is a 136 shot must have cake it fills 
the sky with an assortment of coloured effects.

£119.99 PER ITEM

4105  ASSORTED 1.4G  
63 SHOT CAKE
2 Pieces to a Carton - 2 Variants.
Assorted 1.4G 63 Shot Cake has a great mixture 
of colours, screams and bangs, with 2 variants.

£119.99 PER ITEM
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6378  COLLIDING PLANETS
61 SHOT BARRAGE  
2 Pieces to a Carton.
A 61 shot barrage. One of our most 
powerful batteries, making a well 
overdue return.

£124.99 PER ITEM

4122  CLUSTER BOMB
60 SHOT CAKE
1 Piece to a Carton.
This firework would be a 
great way to star any party,  
60 Shots that provide an 
array of colour and noise. 

£129.99 PER ITEM

4107  SONIC STORM
100 SHOT CAKE
2 Pieces to a Carton.
100 Shots with following effects; 
red tail red dahlia with white 
strobe; green tail green dahlia 
with gold strobe; blue tail silver 
palm with red strobe; red tail 
brocade crown with blue pearl; 
green tail green palm with 
crackle; red tail red palm with 
crackling chrysanthemum.

£129.99 PER ITEM
6364  SURPRISE ATTACK 108 SHOT BARRAGE
2 Pieces to a Carton.
This 108 shot fan cake gives an array colour in the night 
sky everybody will enjoy this cake.

£124.99 PER ITEM
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4120  MIGHTY POWER  
77 SHOT CAKE
2 Pieces to a Carton.
This mighty 77shot cake deliveries 
powerful and breathe taking, bursts of 
assorted coloured peonies.

£129.99 PER ITEM

30778  ZOMBIE DAWN 76 SHOT fAN CAKE
1 Piece to a Carton.
A 76 shot fanned cake ejecting bouquets of crackling stars, assorted 
coloured tails with bursts of red or green coco with silver strobe, blue stars 
with red strobe, red stars with golden strobe, golden willow effects with 
green stars, silver coco with red stars, and silver chrysanthemum starbursts.

£134.99 PER ITEM

30760  TERROR IN THE SKIES  
270 SHOT CAKE
2 Pieces to a Carton.
A 270 shot cake ejecting bouquets of red, 
green, blue, crackling and silver strobe, bursts 
of red and green peonies, green, blue and 
yellow peonies, and crackling starbursts.

£139.99 PER ITEM

6569  IMPACT BLAST  
200 SHOT BARRAGE
2 Pieces to a Carton.
The shots keep coming with this 200shot barrage 
that’s never ending in delivering colour and noise.

£129.99 PER ITEM
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6017  TANK ATTACK 188 SHOT BARRAGE
2 Pieces to a Carton.
Huge bursts of colour fill the night sky culminating in 
a round of military thunder. Breathtaking.

£149.99 PER ITEM

6391  KING KONG  
36 & 42 SHOT  
COMPOUND CAKES
1 Piece to a Carton.
King Kong is a 2 cake compound, 
an unrivalled finale firework.

£149.99 PER ITEM

4115  GRAND FINALE  
600 SERIES COMPOUND CAKE
1 Piece to a Carton.
The name says it all, this is the ultimate 
in compound finale cakes.

£149.99 PER ITEM

6367  POWER BLAST 132 SHOT BARRAGE
2 Pieces to a Carton.
132 Shots with following effects; red tail to red with silver glitter and gold with green 
glitter; green tail to blue with silver glitter, purple with green; silver tail to red and gold 
willow; red tail to gold and crackle; silver tail to brocade with green; silver tail to gold 
willow with blue; red tail to red with silver glitter; green tail to gold willow with crackle.

£139.99 PER ITEM
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4113  THE GODfATHER 36 & 42 SHOT COMPOUND CAKES
1 Piece to a Carton.
The Godfather 1 36 Shot with following effects: flower crown with green strobe, 
brocade crown to red to green with white strobe, peach purple star with green 
strobe, brocade crown to blue with green strobe, titanium gold coconut with blue 
star & brocade crown with crackling with red star. 

The Godfather 2 42 Shot with following effects: red tail to gold willow to purple 
with green strobe, silver tail to brocade crown, blue tail to orange star with green 
strobe, red tail to yellow time rain coconut with green strobe, red green mine  with 
silver spinner & red tail to brocade crown with white strobe with red green blue.

£149.99 PER ITEM

4124  DEVIL’S fIRE  
168 SHOT COMPOUND CAKE
1 Piece to a Carton.
This 4 cake compound has  
168 shots and is a great way to  
end any bonfire party.

£219.99 PER ITEM
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30786  MEGA SKY STORM  
192 SHOT COMPOUND CAKE
1 Piece to a Carton.
A 192shot, 3 piece compound cake designed 
to electrify any bonfire party to its core.

£349.99 PER ITEM

30784  INVASION fORCE  
126 SHOT COMPOUND CAKE
1 Piece to a Carton.
Set the night sky alight with this 
126shot, 3 piece compound cake with 
a magnitude of assorted peony bursts 
and thunderous crackling stars.

£279.99 PER ITEM
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30788  BAT OUT HELL  
227 SHOT COMPOUND CAKE
1 Piece to a Carton.
Raise hell with this 227shot, 4 piece compound 
cake that is an extravaganza in a single firework.

£424.99 PER ITEM

4126 THE PUNISHER  
227 SHOT COMPOUND CAKE  
1 Piece to a Carton.
This largest in class compound cake is a 4 cake all 
in one display, 227 shots give the viewing public the 
ultimate firework show.

£424.99 PER ITEM
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30510  SKY PROBE
ROCKET PACK
5 Rockets to a  
PVC Bag and Header.
18 Packs to a Carton.
A pack of 5 rockets with burst of purple or green 
palms with crackling stars, red stars with silver strobe, 
purple and green stars, and chrysanthemum bursts.

£13.99 PER PACK

4042/1  TYPHOON 
ROCKET PACK
6 Rockets to a  
PVC Bag and Header.
18 Packs to a Carton.
The Typhoon 6 Pack Rocket goes well with 
the Typhoon Selection Box. These rockets 
give a good effect in the sky.

£9.99 PER PACK

30515  SKY GLITTER
ROCKET PACK
9 Rockets to a  
PVC Bag and Header.
8 Packs to a Carton.
A pack of 9 rockets with bursts which include coloured palms 
with crackling stars and silver flower effects, assorted coloured 
starbursts, silver chrysanthemum bursts, and silver strobe.

£23.99 PER PACK

4103  BIG DADDY
ROCKET
8 Rockets to a Carton.
2 Effects.
Big Daddy is a great  
single rocket that any display cannot do 
without, giving a great spread of colour.

£37.99 PER ITEM
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30525  SKY fORCE
ROCKET PACK
5 Rockets to a  
PVC Bag and Header.
6 Packs to a Carton.
A 5 rocket pack with bursts golden willow 
burst with purple or crackling stars, golden 
brocade effects with blue, red or green stars.

£39.99 PER PACK

6359  THUNDER HAWK
ROCKET PACK
5 Rockets to a  
PVC Bag and Header.
6 Packs to a Carton.
These rockets offer breath taking  
effects and will prove to be the star  
of any bonfire party.

£39.99 PER PACK

6361  THUNDER HAWK 2 
ROCKET PACK
5 Rockets to a  
PVC Bag and Header.
6 Packs to a Carton.
These rockets offer breath taking effects and will 
prove to be the star of any bonfire party and now 
they are twin burst.

£44.99 PER PACK

30530  SKY STORM
ROCKET PACK
5 Rockets to a  
PVC Bag and Header.
6 Packs to a Carton.
A twin-bursting 5 rocket pack with bursts including coloured 
dahlia effects to chrysanthemum or time rain,  coloured 
waves to crackling, and green stars to crackling.

£44.99 PER PACK
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30535  SKY CRUISER
ROCKET PACK
26 Rockets to a  
PVC Bag and Header.
4 Packs to a Carton.
A 26 rocket pack with bursts that include golden willow 
to crackling or strobe pistils, coloured palms with silver 
chrysanthemum or strobe effects, and dahlia starbursts.

£69.99 PER PACK

6392  KING COBRA
ROCKET PACK  
3 Rockets to a  
PVC Bag and Header.
6 Packs to a Carton.
King Cobra rockets is a great  
rocket 3 pack for anybody that likes  
a good bang.

£79.99 PER PACK

30540  SKY THUNDER
ROCKET PACK
2 Rockets to a  
PVC Bag and Header.
8 Packs to a Carton.
A pack of two 3” rockets with bursts of red, 
green, blue and white glittering stars, and 
blue dahlia stars with gold glittering effects.

£64.99 PER PACK

30520  SKY BARRAGE
ROCKET PACK
21 Rockets to a  
PVC Bag and Header.
6 Packs to a Carton.
A pack of 21 rockets with bursts which include assorted 
coloured strobe effects with coloured star, assorted 
palms with crackling stars and coloured peonies.

£49.99 PER PACK

40 41ROCKET PACKSROCKET PACKS
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4110  MYSTIC fOUNTAIN  
80 Pieces to a Carton.
An excellent single fountain, providing 
great value at a low price point.

£1.79 PER ITEM

6605  CHARMING CASCADES  
fOUNTAINS
4 Pieces to a PVC Bag and Header.
24 Packs to a Carton.
This 4 pack fountain gives a mixture of 
red star white strobe / crackling / silk 
blue star / orange star flower.

£6.99 PER PACK

6034  ATOM BLAST SHOT TUBES
8 Pieces to a PVC Bag and Header.
50 Packs to a Carton.
Each candle ejects a crackling comet.

£5.99 PER PACK

4125  AIR KING 6 PACK SHOT TUBES
6 Pieces to a PVC Bag and Header.
24 Packs to a Carton.
6 Shot tubes that give an assortment of 
effects and colours.

£13.99 PER PACK

6526  PUMPKIN fOUNTAIN 
36 Pieces Per Carton
An excellent value for money battery fountain.

£9.99 PER PACK

6375  fIREBALL fRENZY  
ROMAN CANDLES
4 Pieces to a PVC Bag and Header.
24 Packs to a Carton.
Crackling comets, whistle ending with 
screaming spinners. Great value pack.

£13.99 PER PACK

4132  SKY BOMBS  
SHOT TUBE 5 PACK
5 Pieces to a PVC Bag  
and Header.
24 Packs to a Carton.
A pack of 5, single shot,  
shot tubes each having its  
own unique effect, that fills the  
night sky with colour and noise.

£14.99 PER PACK
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30420  MAZE 
RUNNER fOUNTAIN
12 Pieces to a Carton.
A spinning fountain that 
emits showers of silver 
strobe and chrysanthemum 
effects, silver crackles, 
blue and red flames and 
cascades of silver stars.

£24.99 PER ITEM

4133  DYNAMITE fORCE 
ROMAN CANDLES 
3 Pieces to a PVC Bag 
and Header.
10 Packs to a Carton.
3 explosive candles in a 
single pack, each packing 
a massive punch. The must 
have pack for this year.

£34.99 PER PACK

6040  RAGING fIREBALLS 
& SHOOTING STARS
36 SHOT ROMAN 
CANDLES
2 Pieces to a PVC Pack
12 Packs to a Carton.
36 whistling comets rise with 
golden tails from the 45cm tube 
to a height of over 20 feet.

£27.99 PER PACK

3017 CANNON STRIKE
5 SHOT ROMAN CANDLES
4 Pieces to a Pack.
10 Packs to a Carton.
A 4 pack of 5 shot roman candles with a 
variety of different coloured effects and bursts.

£19.99 PER PACK

4018  PLANET THUNDER
56 SHOT ROMAN CANDLE
18 Pieces to a Carton.
Planet Thunder 56 Shot  
Roman Candle - 56 shots 
providing great fun.

£15.99 PER ITEM
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Information on the Storage & Sale of fireworks
BRITISH STANDARDS - (CE)
All Chestnut Trading Ltd fireworks offered for sale are tested to comply with BS EN15947 (CE).

VALUE ADDED TAX
All trade prices quoted are exclusive of VAT. All recommended retail prices include VAT at 20%. Should the  
VAT rate change, the retail prices will be amended accordingly.

PLEASE NOTE
Prices shown were fixed at April 2021 and will be maintained unless dramatic increases in material costs occur.  
All goods are offered subject to availability.  We reserve the right to vary contents of all selections and packs.

LICENCED STORAGE
Before the purchase of fireworks, you are required under the Explosives Regulations 2014 to licence your premises. 
Licensing fees can be obtained from your local issuing authority. Chestnut Trading must see a copy of a valid 
licence before any deliveries can be made to the licenced premises.

WEIGHT LIMITATIONS
The storing of any explosives is controlled by the Explosives Regulations 2014. These Regulations require any 
person storing explosives to hold a licence. Local Authorities are responsible for issuing licences for the storage 
of amounts up to 2000kg Nett Explosive Mass (NEM).  For greater quantities, a licence is required from the HSE. 

The premises, surroundings and separation distances that you are able to achieve at the storage location will 
have an effect on the total quantity you will be permitted to store. You should not automatically assume that your 
shop is suitable to store the maximum amount.

The maximum amount of HT4 that may be stored without the need for separation distances is 250kg NEM.  

The maximum amount of HT3 that may be stored without the need for separation distances is 25kg NEM. 

When storing a mixture of HT3 (1.3G) and HT4 (1.4G) fireworks in a single store, the total resulting NEM is 
determined to be all HT3. You should always review your storage licence prior to purchasing HT3 fireworks to 
ensure your storage capacity and safety distances are not exceeded.

FIREWORK REGULATIONS
The Explosives Regulations permits the sale of fireworks during the following periods only;

November 5 - (from 15th October to 10th November)

New Year - (from December 26th to 31st)

Chinese New Year - (on the first day of the Chinese New Year and the 3 days immediately preceding it)

Diwali - (on the day of Diwali and the 3 days immediately preceding it)

 Should you wish to sell fireworks outside of these periods then an additional licence to sell fireworks will be 
required from your local authority (£500)

PREVENTION OF UNDERAGE SALES
A statutory notice, relating to the illegality of sales to and possession of fireworks by under18’s must be displayed 
in full view of the buying public. This notice may be obtained from either your supplier of from your local authority.

It is now illegal to supply a firework which has a decibel level of over 120dB A-Imax. Chestnut Trading Ltd is 
committed to supplying only fireworks below this level.

In the unlikely event of a retailer selling a quantity of fireworks in the excess of 50kg NEM to any one purchaser, 
a record must be kept of the name and address of the purchaser, plus the weight of the consignment.

4031  SPARKLERS  
ASSORTED SIZES & EffECTS 
10 Sparklers to a Tube.
80 Tubes to a Carton.
A tube of 10 assorted  
sparklers, 6 x 10” gold  
sparklers and 4 x 14”  
crackling sparklers.

£1.79 PER TUBE

6108  SPARKLERS
4 Sparklers to a Foil Packet.
100 Packets to an Inner.
200 Packets to a Carton.
4 pack of 14” sparklers.

99p PER PACKET

6109  CRACKLING SPARKLERS
4 Sparklers to a Foil Packet.
100 Packets to an Inner.
200 Packets to a Carton.
4 pack of  14” crackling  
sparklers.

99p PER PACKET

6110  COLOURED SPARKLERS
4 Sparklers to a Foil Packet.
100 Packets to an Inner.
200 Packets to a Carton.
4 pack of 14” coloured 
sparklers.

99p PER PACKET

4000 MEGA SPARKLERS
10 Sparklers to a Tube.
80 Tubes to a Carton.
10 pack of 16” sparklers.

£2.99 PER TUBE
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